A full upgrade
ComfortGel Full is a significant advancement
for patients who need a full-face mask.
Proven comfort and an all-new design
make the ComfortGel Full our best
full-face mask ever – and a sensible
choice for more of your patients.

A comfortable forehead cushion and
enhanced StabilitySelector combine with
our popular blue gel replaceable cushion to
create a level of comfort and stability unlike
any other full-face mask. The unique sure
seal technology (SST) provides a membranethin layer over the gel cushion to closely
follow facial contours of both men and
women, allowing more wearers to quickly
achieve the comfortable seal they need. With
ComfortGel Full, your full-face mask patients
finally have a simple and sensible way to enjoy
the restful sleep they need. It’s one more way
we’re helping you fit 100% of your patients,
100% of the time.

Premium forehead pad improves comfort and fit.
Premium headgear increases patient comfort
and mask stability.
StabilitySelector moves freely and is easy to adjust.
O2 pick-off port for pressure measurement
or O2 bleed-in.
Swivel quick-release tabs allow the hose to be
easily disconnected.
Ball-and-socket Quick Clips mean freer movement
and easy mask removal.

Integrated retaining ring tabs simplify removal.
Replaceable gel cushion creates superior comfort and seal.
Silicone flap with sure seal technology (SST) optimizes seal.

Item
ComfortGel Full mask

Small

Medium

Large

HCPCS code

With headgear

1040135

1040136

1040137

A7030, A7035

Mask only

1040568

1040569

1040570

A7030

DuoPack: ComfortGel Full mask and headgear
plus 1 extra ComfortGel Full cushion
and 1 extra SST flap

1002854

1002855

1002856

A7030, A7035,

DuoPack: ComfortGel Full mask only
plus 1 extra ComfortGel Full cushion
and 1 extra SST flap

1051032

1051033

1051034

A7030, A7031

Replacement cushions/flaps

Small

Medium

Large

HCPCS code

ComfortGel Full cushion

1040798

1040799

1040800

A7031

SST flap only

1040795

1040796

1040797

N/A

ComfortGel Full cushion and SST flap

1044861

1044862

1044863

A7031

A7031

Parts and accessories

Part number

HCPCS code

ComfortGel Full premium headgear

1040138

A7035

Premium silicone forehead pad

1040114

N/A

Entrainment valve swivel

1049398

N/A

Quick Clips, blue (2 per pack)

1040139

N/A

Port cap (5 per pack)

1010872

N/A

Sizing gauge

1049507

N/A
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